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Shukara Royal Family

The Neshaten Royal Family is noted as the family voted into rule, and does not relate to people of actual
royal blood, because ascension into the royal family is not done through blood but rather through a
bonding ritual between a My'leke and a Daur. Because of this, the Royal Family is not like those found in
other societies; where people are made king or queen, prince, and princess, based off birthright.

In the case of the Kingdom, the Royal Family relates to those voted into their positions by the populace
whom have been bonded through the Right of Honour, these men and woman oversee the smooth
running of the Kingdom with the use of civilian and government oversight commitees. They don't possess
the same power as royal families of long past, mainly in order to prevent a tyranny or dictatorship.

The Royal Families job is to ensure that the people of the Kingdom remain safe and that their voices are
heard, despite their more limited power, they are still quite influential in Neshaten politics and policies
which makes them a target for terrorist and groups who do not align with their opinions or ideology.
Because of this, the Royal Family is protected by a trio of guards that hail from the Order of Marius.

Each time a new royal family is voted into power, a new kind of emblem is created to represent that
family and what it stands for, these emblems are carried with them when the Royal Family steps down
from their throne and passes it onward to another bonded pair.

Current and Past Families

The list belows shows the past and current royal families along with what they stood for and their current
members and status.

Kie'ses Royal Family (ER 056-176)

General Details
Formed: ER 055

Rise to Power: ER 056
Relinquishment of Power: ER 176
Notable accomplishments: Helped construct the capital

The Kie'ses Royal Family is the first monarch to be formed and to come into power when the Kingdom
was established and known for their trustworthy and gentle rule of the people, but also with their
assistance in constructing the capital city and many other towns around the planet. None of their
members currently live and family was dissolved in ER 444.

The Kie'ses Royal Family are also the first bonded pair of Daur and My'leke and were the ones how
created the policy that only a Daur and My'leke could become King and Queen, this was welcomed by the
Laibe due to the past and the causes of the Great War.
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Ne'is Royal Family (ER 176-290)

General Details
Formed: ER 175

Rise to Power: ER 176
Relinquishment of Power: ER 290
Notable accomplishments: Helped establish the current laws

The Ne'is is a royal family known for its more strict rule within the Kingdom, and helped to establish the
current laws that now govern the Kingdom as a whole. They were also responsible for establishing
several custom and border policies to help make trade between the home continent and other continents
easier. The Ne'is are also known for keeping a rather secure watch over the capital which actually gave
rise to paranoia and suspicion by the populace in the years to come. No current members of this family
live, and it was dissolved in ER 398.

Lui'tre Royal Family (ER 291-473)

General Details
Formed: ER 289

Rise to Power: ER 291
Relinquishment of Power: ER 473
Notable accomplishments: Longed ruling royal family

The Lui'tre Royal Family are not exactly a well liked family within the Kingdom, and in fact, are used as a
cautionary tale of what happens when two people are given to much power. Established in ER 289 and
voted into power in 291, the Lui'tre King and Queen set about a series of policies and motions that nearly
lead to the Kingdom's collapse in ER 460 by using government organizations to target political groups
and other individuals who didn't align with their philosophy.

At first the Lui'tre were able to hide their activities from the general populace through the use of
propaganda and controlling the media, but eventually informants within the Family released information
to the public that resulted in the public giving a Vote of No Confidence against the Lui'tre, when the
Lui'tre refused to step down they attempted to utilize the Shukara Navy to maintain power but this failed
and the Navy initiated a number of arrests against the Lui'tre, stripping them of their power and
sentencing them to many years in prison.

In ER 754 the last surviving member of this family passed away in prison, and the family was dissolved
that very same year.

Op'isee Royal Family (ER 477-612)

General Details
Formed: ER 472

Rise to Power: ER 477
Relinquishment of Power: ER 612
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General Details

Notable accomplishments: Helped bring the Lui'tre family to justice, formed civilian committees to
oversee the government

The Op'isee are accredited with removing the Lui'tre Family from power and with establishing better and
more informed civilian oversight committees that make it more difficult for a single family to maintain a
high amount of power. Laws and policies were also created by this family to further limit the power of the
Royal Family, the King of this family also established certain policies within the Navy that would prevent
the Navy from ever being able to support what the Citizens refer to as a 'tyrannical' Monarch.

Family Members Status Notable Mentions
Yui'ieshe Alive Former Queen

Cyuuy'ase Alive Former King

Guy'as'la Royal Family (ER 612-617)

General Details
Formed: ER 611

Rise to Power: ER 612
Relinquishment of Power: ER 617
Notable accomplishments: None

The Guy'as'la Royal Family is another family in the Neshaten's history that didn't pane out to well for the
Kingdom, it was originally assumed that members of the Lui'tre family had died off but this had proven to
be false and instead had secretly made themselves part of other families that may one day ascend to the
throne.. the Guy'as'la Royal Family was one of them. Unlike the previous rule however the Guy'as'la rule
was a very short, and another cautionary tale.

Brought into power in ER 612, the Descendants of the Lui'tre family attempted to put their own power
into positions of power around the Monarch and Kingdom as a whole but their plans were thwarted due to
Or'ion informants who discovered plans to utilize segments of the Navy to maintain an iron fist. When
word of these plans were leaked out to the general populace, members of the citizenry demanded that
the Guy'as'la step down - like the Lui'tre - they refused… but unlike the Lui'tre, they didn't go down
quietly. In ER 617, the Navy was once again deployed to bring another family to justice and remove them
from power, this proved to be a more difficult challenge compared to the Lui'tre as the family had
assembled a group of loyalists and kept the Navy at bay within the royal palace for several days.

It wasn't until an Or'ion strike team managed to break into the palace was the battle turned around, the
King and Queen were executed on the spot along with other members of the family, it was later
determined that no all members of the Guy'as'la family agreed with the actions of the King and Queen
and those individuals were spared. Currently, only the former Prince and Princess still live, having been
stripped of all power and serving a live sentence for murder.

Military Overwatch (ER 617-678)

Although not considered a royal family by will of the people, between the years of ER 617 and 678, there
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was no one qualified to be King and Queen as there were no bonded Daur or My'leke. During this time,
the Navy maintained a peaceful control over the Kingdom until ER 678 when the Se'ase Royal Family
came into existence; from here the Navy stepped down.

Se'ase Royal Family (ER 679-765)

General Details
Formed: ER 678

Rise to Power: ER 679
Relinquishment of Power: ER 775
Notable accomplishments: Maintaining the current rule of law

Se'ase is a family best known for not making any notable changes to history while also maintaining all of
the current rules and policies, unlike the previos royal family that came before them. Their rule was a
rather peaceful one with very little changes, and even further disruptions to the Kingdom. The one
notable mention however is that none of the family currently lives, having been killed in a terrorist attack
in ER 776. The queen having passed away in ER 775 of natural causes.

Yume'na Royal Family (ER 776-)

General Details
Formed: ER 770

Rise to Power: ER 776
Relinquishment of Power: Currently in Power…
Notable accomplishments: Began the space era

The Vas'Sumera Royal Family is the current family in power as of ER 776, it a family that is currently new
and untested although already is known for launching the Kingdom into space.

Current members are Vas’Sumera Yume'na and Cras'Kirane Yumena
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